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MAJOR ENHANCEMENTS 

Email and Notification 

(BMM-708) - External email and a notification in the message center has been added to notify 
when value coming from a monitoring device are reported that the battery is failed. 

 
 

Equipment Prioritization 
(BMM-911) - A new equipment prioritization type field has been added in the right panel of the 
battery to enable the user to notify that maintenance on the powerplant is not required and that 
should not be considered to close the period cycle. 

 
 

System Configuration 
(BMM-1113) - A system configuration that can be only change by Multitel has been added to 
prevent wrong maintenance period assignation. As of now, the type of assignation will 
automatically set by the system configuration, so the user will not be able to change the type 
of assignation for a new period. 
 

 
 File Size 

(BMM-1134) - FIRMSuite now accepts file size until 40mb. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

PRODUCT CHANGE NOTICE 
 

 
 

Multitel is pleased to announce the release of the new version 5.3.2 of FIRMSuite.  

 

Get up to speed by upgrading your software to get the newest features providing 
better management and optimization of your space. 

 

NEW FEATURES 
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MINOR ENHANCEMENTS 

Warning External Email 

(BMM-895) - The maintenance type and the quantity of warning triggered has been added to 

the warning external email. 

 

 

BUG FIXES 

Settings Module 

(BMM-1137) - Fixed improper site suppression sync between FIRM Legacy and Skynet. 
 

Asset Management Module 

(BMM-924) - On the manual entry approval page, it is now possible to see the name of the 
equipment, a reference to the corresponding model and a possible access to see the specific 
information of this model. 

 

(BMM-949) - Fixed improper tooltip visualization in the distribution module. 

 

 
Battery Management Module 

(BMM-1109) - Fixed improper unplanned maintenance completed confirmation message 
trigger. 

 

(BMM-772) - Fixed improper value visualization in the historical readings interface. 

 

(BMM-885) - Fixed improper save button behavior for maintenance locked. 

 

(BMM-957) - Fixed improper unplanned maintenance validations. 

 

(BMM-897) - The reserved by section in a maintenance will be open by default. 

 

(Other) - Some spelling errors have been corrected through the application. 

 

 

 
           
 
 
  

REQUEST YOUR UPDATE 

http://www.multitel.com/contact-us/


PCN FIRMSuite 5.3.2 

AVAILABILITY 

The new version 5.3.2 of FIRMSuite is available as of August 2nd 2021. 

Multitel is committed to provide only the highest quality products for your needs. If you have 
questions regarding this product change notice, please contact your Multitel sales representative. 

SPECIFICATION SHEET 

Multitel reserves the rights to change characteristics without notice. PCN FIRMSuite 5.3.2 
© All rights reserved. Multitel 2021. 
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